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“when you leave your country, leave your eyes off the frontier.” (pythagoras)

MATERIAL

OVERVIEW

This expansion purpose is to increase the interactions between 

a player and his Neighbours by adding a playable area between 

them as well as a new wonder.

The frontiers will allow you to manage your empire more precisely. 

Indeed, if your frontiers are the limits of your empire, your wonder 

and your personal cards represant your capital? However, as indi-

cated by its name, a frontier is shared with another player and is 

also a limit to his empire. And, like in real life, all the infrastructures 

built at the frontier will benefit to 2 empires.

“Frontier” boards (details page 4)

The frontiers are new boards with new gameplay mechanics and are the very essence of this expansion.

“Majority” tokens (details page 5)

tokens that simplify the clarity of the game.

“Wonder” board (details page 9)

Cyprus and its temple of Aphrodite is a new wonder meant to be played with the frontiers.

Attention : it’s impossible to play this wonder without the “Frontiers” expansion.

PREPARATION

After choosing a wonder (and a side) each player take a random frontier and put it between him and his right neighbour on the side of his choice.

- 12 “frontier” boards - 1 new wonder - 1 new wonder card - “majority” tokens - this rulebook
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COMPATIBILITY WITH THE NEW VERSION

If you followed my blog you know I’ve worked on this expansion 

way before the new version of 7 wonders came out, so it wasn’t 

planned, but I was happilly surprise to see that my expansion, be-

sides its “old” look, is fully compatible with the new version. Even 

the wonder is but fell free to play the frontiers without it if you 

have the new version of 7 wonders and don’t want a wonder with 

a different size.

And if you played with the old version and wonders what are the 

symbols on the cards, I just used the “colorblind friendly” symbols 

of the new version, witch is a good idea, so I used it too! That’s the 

only element from the new version.

AREA IIIAREA III
This area consist of all the players that are not your neighbours and their 

frontiers.

Note: when you are 3 players, this area will only contain the frontier between 
your 2 neighbours.

This area include your neighbours capital without their frontiers

This area is your game area, your KINGDOM, witch include, your CAPITAL, and your WEST & EST frontiers 
that you respectively share with your LEFT and RIGHT neighbours.

AREA IIAREA II

AREA IAREA I

CAPITALCAPITALWEST FRONTIERWEST FRONTIER EST FRONTIEREST FRONTIER

CLARIFICATION ON THE GAME AREAS
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Men sometimes bilt walls to seperate them, but most of the time it’s nature itself that created those frontiers.

The frontier is a shared teritory between 2 players. All the cards played under this frontier belong to both players no matter 

witch one played them.

In this teritory, you can your cards like you would play them in front of you but with few additionnal rules :

HOW FRONTIERS WORK

• To chain from one location to another is prohibited (from one fron-

tier to another or from one frontier to the capital, or the oposite). But 

you could chain from one frontier to the same one. You could even 

chain cards from the ones played by your neighbours since the cards 

are shared.

• You can’t voluntarily create a copy of an existing card (like in the 

base game) between your frontiers and capital. The ony copy allowed 

are the ones made by your neighbours. Either you play the same one 

at the same time, or if he played one that you already have, but that 

he doesn’t.

• In any case, if gain and loss coins cards are played during the same 

turn, all gains applied before losses.

side (A or B) 

cards limit 

Name of the frontier (latin)

majorities ladder

DETAIL OF A FRONTIER

Area for the cards played 

by the left player

Area for the cards played 

by the right player

LISTE DES FRONTIÈRES
Desertum (desert) © Justin Oaksford
Fluvius (river) © Jbrown67
Iungala ( jungle) © Miro Johannes
Lacus (lake) © fable 2

Mare (sea) © Jbrown67
Moenia (wall) © SoldatNordsken
Mons (montain) © Flavio Bolla
Palus (swamp) © Christian Gerth

Scopulus (cliff) © Destraudo
Silva (forest) © UnidColor
Vallis (canyon) © Louise Meijer
Vulcanus (volcano) © Sina
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EXPLANATION OF MAJORITIES

The majority ladder display all the different bonuses a player could 

get if he play more cards than his neighbour. The bonuses are exactly 

the same with the same amount of cards for both players.

The different bonuses are cumulative. Witch mean, for example, that 

a player with 3 majority cards will have 3 bonuses.

When a player play a card at the frontier, he looks if he has strictly 

more cards than his neighbour. If he has the majority he will gain 

one ore more bonuses according the difference of cards between 

them. The led player could still play at the frontier (if the limit is not 

reached). Doing that he will reduce the difference and will make loose 

bonuses to his neighbourhe could even equalize or surass his neig-

bours. In this situation he will be the one with the bonuses.

Bonus with : 
1 majority card Bonus with : 

2 majority cards Bonus with : 
3 majority cards Bonus with : 

4 majority cards

Note: for more clarity, you could use the “majority” token under the ladder and move it under the currented unlocked bonus level. While there’s only the first 

bonus unlocked turn the token in the direction of the majority player (or up if no one has the majority).

EXPLANATION OF THE CARDS LIMIT

Each frontier is technically limited to 7 cards with a certain limit of 

colours to!

Every set of colour came with a transparant cards wich means that an 

aditionnal card of this colour could be added in the rare situations 

where both players played at the same time the last allowed card of 

this colour.

But an additionnal card could be added only in this situation, 

otherwise it’s impossible to play a card of a certain colours if the limit 

of non-transparent cards of this colour is reached!

So 7 is the technical limit, but with all the transparant cards you have 

the absolute limit.
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• • 2 cards majority2 cards majority

Give 1 among the 4 raw materials. Give 1 among the 3 manufactured goods.

Give 2 shields but only against the neigbour in the 

direction of the swords.

Give a 3 points terrestrial military token. Give 5 coins.

Give A shields but only against the neigbour in the 

direction of the sword, where A is the current Age.

The player can now construct itw wonder without 

paying the asked ressources (doesn’t work for the 

coin prices).

Give 1 scientific symbol: the one the player has the less (zero could be the less).

(In case of equalitybetween multiple symbols, the player choose among them).

The player can play his last card at the end of each 

age.

EXPLANATION OF THE MAJORITY SYMBOLS

With 1 card the bonus will always be a ressource. Manufactured goods side A, 

and raw materials side B.

You can by them from the player who control the frontier (if he his your 

neighbour). However they do not count as brown or grey cards, only res-

sources.

• • 1 card majority1 card majority

AA

BB
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• • 3 cards majority3 cards majority

Give 1 among the 7 ressources.

At the end of the game, the player choose 1 colour. 

He win 1 victory point for each card of this coulour 

in his kingdom (capital + frontiers).

Absolute majority (see 4 cards majority).

Give 3 shields but only against the neigbour in the 

direction of the swords.

Give a 5 points terrestrial military token.

Give 9 coins

Give imediately, 1 coin, and, at the end of the 

game, 1 victory points per card under this 

frontier.

Give 1 shield per red card in your kingdom but only 

against the neigbour in the direction of the sword.

Give 1 scientific symbol: the one the player has 

the most. (In case of equality between multiple 

symbols, the player choose among them).

The player could play the last card of is neighbour 

at the end of each age. (if the neighbour can play 

his last card too, then the next player, etc.).

When a player reaches 4 (or more) cards majority, he gets the absolute majority over the frontier, witch means be the 

only player to benefit from the cards.

Attention: just because a player reach the absolute majority does not mean that his neighbour can’t play any other cards, 

to make him loose this majority (if the cards limit is not reached)..

7 victory points. Only “Scopulus (B)” has this 4 cards majority bonus because it’s specificity is to have absolute majority 

with 1 less card.

• • 4 cards majority4 cards majority

The “imediate gains” like coins or military tokens are not lost if the 

bonus is lost. However they cain be gained again if the bonus is first 

lot during a previous turn then gain again. Gain the next bonus then 

lose it and came back to the imediate gain again will not give it again, 

since it wasn’t lost. 2 cards played at the same time by both players 

won’t change the majority so it can’t make loose and gain any bonus.
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HOW FRONTIERS WORK WITH THE OTHER EXPANSIONS

All of the expansions are compatible with “frontiers”. However, somes need precisions.

• For “leaders”,”ruins”, or even “myth” cards, there are no direct interactions since those cards can’t be played there. However some powers 

may used the cards placed there.

• For “Babel”, no difference, the powers are not incompatibles.

• For “great project” or “armada”, the extra cost you pay also work for the cards you play under a frontier.

• For “cities” and “sailors”, even if the cards are added to the other ages cards, no frontiers require their color.

• The “Armada” cards will have more impact since they are mixed with the others and have the same colours.

Coins losses : apply to all players but the ones that share the frontier where the card is!

Multiple options : each player choose 1 option regardless of what the neighbour choose.

Isles : each player take the first card of the corresponding deck (the one who played the card is the first to take an isle).

Something you don’t have : if you have a power that trigger only if you don’t have a certain element, don’t take care of the cards 

played by your neigbours even if they are under your frontiers.

END GAME
Like in the basic game, the game end at the end of age III, after the military tokens distribution. Every player add the points of its civilization. 

The player with the higher score win the game. At the end of the game, if the majorities have been unlocked and they bring victory points, add 

them on the score sheet with the wonder or use an empty line from another expansion.

TRADING
The trading stay quite the same as the basic game. However, 

you can’t buy a ressource if it’s under the frontier (only possible 

with “moenia (a)”. Reminder: the ressource of the frontier itself 

is buyable.

MILITARY
The majorities brings new shields with special effects. However, 

besides those new shields, there’s no change from the basic gam 

rules. Just add the shields of your capitla with the ones under your 

frontiers.

HOW FRONTIERS WORK WITH THE BASE GAME CARDS

Most of the cards have the same effect weither they are played 

at your capital or your frontiers (victory points, coins, ressources, 

shield, scientific symbols...). Hower there will be a small change for 

cards with arrows (see area explanations page 3).

Example: vineyard has 3 arrows (left, 

down, right). So it count from the capi-

tal of your left neighbour to the capital 

of your right neighbours by passing 

through both your frontiers and your 

own capitals.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE WONDER

KÚPROS (CYPRUS) - THE TEMPLE OF APHRODITE
Basic power : benefit from each of the 2 ressources as long as you have the majority in the coresponding frontier (west frontier for the left 

ressource and est frontier for the right ressource).

Neighbours can buy one and/or the other ressource (not only the one on their side), once they’re unlocked.

Step 1 : 3 victory points.

Step 2 : act like if you have one more card for your majorities (for each frontier).

Step 3 : 7 victory points.

Step 1 : gain a coins each time you play a card under a frontier

Step 2 : 5 victory points.

Step 3 : gain 1 coin and 1 victory point for each card under your frontiers.

AA

BB

INTERACTION WITH OTHER WONDERS

• All the official basic and expansions wonders work perfectly with “frontiers”.

• All the wonders from “collection” also work!

• It seems that all the other fan wonders that I’ve seen work.
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RULES FOR 2 PLAYERS

The rules are the same, however, you could replace the card “frontier” from the basic game with one of the “frontiers” boards, or place the card on 

it. When you have to play for the neutral city, you could play a card under one of the frontier like you were the neutral player.

RULES FOR THE TEAMS GAME

“Frontiers” is an expansion that suit very well for the teams variant. 

Since you share a territory with your ally, you will be quicker to play 

cards there to help your ally. However, these few changes apply to 

the rules:

The directionnal shields from some frontiers are useless when apply 

to you neighbours. You may want to choose the other side, but even if 

the shields are useless you may want to benefit from the other bonus.

RULES FOR 8/9 PLAYERS

No specific changes if you are more than 7 (see the rules from “cities”, or “sailors”).
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FAQ

CREDITS

Illustrators : Cover by Andrea Rocha. Christian Gerth, Destraudo, 

Flavio Bolla, Jbrown67, Justin Oaksford, Klaus Pillon, Louise Meijer, 

Miro Johannes, Sina, SoldatNordsken, UnidColor, and the artist of 

the game Fable 2.

Q :  Can I, with an invasion or landing token, invade 2 players at once 

by placing it on their shared frontier?

A : No, the token is only place at the capital of a player.

Q :  What if I play “flooded metropol” from “ruins” with the unlocked 

bonus that allow you to play the last card of each age of “moenia 

(A)” or “Mare (B)?

A :  The 2 powers cancel each other. However the power that allow you 

to play the last one of your neighbour is not affected.

Q : Hhow does the courtisans guild works if it’s placed under a frontier?

A :  Only the one who played the guild choose wich leader is copied 

and the other player just benefit from it. If the copied leader is one 

of his, he benefit from it twice.

Q :  If the copied leader is Solomon, witch one take a card first?

A :  The one who play the courtisan.

Q :  If the copied leader is Tomirys, what happen?

A :  The power is useless between the 2 players but applied to the 

other neighbours.

Q :  May I buy or resell your expansions ?

A :   ABSOLUTELY NOT. My expansions are put online in print to play, I

make no profit on it. it is not my game, just a personal expansion

from the original game by Antoine Bauza.

Q :  I have a few ideas of expansions for 7 wonders, but not enough

for something complete, or I do not have the capacites to achieve

them. May I present them to you ?

A :   Of course, I always anwser everybody, and as quickly as possible.

You could leave a message one my website or contact me via

email.

Graphic conception & Rugles : Aurélien Lezaire (aka Corro) | Rules revision :  Masha

Main testers : J.C., Sandrine & Didier, Benjamin & Pierre-Gilles, Gilles & Max, Ben & Océane, Benoit, Gregory, Vin, Masha.

thanks : Antoine Bauza, REPOS PROD, Miguel Coimbra, Gus & Shima, «Le Coffre à Malices», my friends, my girlfriend, You and all the illustrators 

Ifound on the internet. Here’s an alphabetic list



TESTEZ ÉGALEMENT

SAILORS

Come aboard and travel the seas.Exercise your natural skills for trade and interact with 

more players than before. You like the interaction, but you’re feeling more bellicose ? 

Well, invade them rather than trade with them, or do both, after all, you rule on the 

seas. Control military and commercial maritime routes, and discover a new way to play.

RUINS

You think that victory points became too high ? Especially with all of these positive ex-

pansions ? End of this. With Ruins, your civilisations are on the decline. Will you restore 

your previous glory or will people come and visit your city for its ruins ? With this expan-

sion, enjoy a new type of gameplay and adapt your strategy. Will you take advantage of 

the decline of your enemies while rebuilding your empire ?

COLLECTION

You have all the official wonders ? The 7 basic ones, the ones from expansions and goo-

dies ; and you want more ? Download this mega Wonderspack with no less than 50 new 

wonders all from the antiquity. From the edged of the Mediterranean sea to the Indus 

river. Test different wonders and vary your experience. More than that, almost all of 

these wonders are made to work without any other expansion.

CONTACT
Keep yourself informed of new releases and updates on my website : corrojeux.wordpress.com
Do not hesitate to go there and leave a comment or ask questions if you still have any despite the rules and the F.A.Q. 

You can also contact me directly by email : aurelienlezaire@live.com


